YEAR 4
Home Learning for Self-Isolating
These are the activities set for your child to complete during the
time of isolation. They can be done in any order and are all
activities that the children have learnt or have been learning.
Maths
Addition and subtraction – classroom secrets sheet- complete the
number sentences using your written methods and fill in the bar
methods. (Remember the whole bar represents the total amount.)
Perimeter – multiplying by 4 or 2 to solve the measurement of perimeters
of rectangles or squares, however they can use the standard method of
adding each side as they go if the other method proves a challenge.)
Word problems – 2 step mixed addition and subtraction word problemsthere is a space for the children to show their working out.
Place Value booklet with Whiterose Maths
Addition and Subtraction booklet – Whiterose Maths- addition and
subtraction to run alongside any class learning that has happened.

English
SPaG Activities
Prepositions Work – Sheets from Twinkl to complete, with a PPT to
explain.
Write a diary entry as if you are Boudicca under attack from the
Romans at Watling Street.
Write an AUTUMN acrostic poem (or winter dependent on the time.) Focus on ensuring that each sentence describes something relevant
about the season. Look at the PPTs to help you to describe the season.
Watch Dangle https://www.literacyshed.com/dangle.html imagine that
you are wandering along a field and all of a sudden, a rope falls down
and just hangs from the sky. Would you pull it and what would happen?
Think about planning this as a story for one session- how would you feel
when you saw it, would you be curious, what could the rope do? What is
the effect on others of pulling the rope, is it good or bad? Use the story
mountain to help you to plan.

YEAR 4
Write your story- make sure you write about your thoughts and feelings
and what happens to the world in detail. Think about structuring
sentences using a conjunction and ensuring you use mature vocabulary
(you could use an online thesaurus to find the words.)
History
Research some of the more famous emperors of RomeCaligula/Nero/Vespasian, can you make a PPT or a word document
giving information about them and write your opinion on some of the
things they were ‘said’ to have done? What do you think of them and
would you like to have been alive during their reign?
Science
Think about our ‘Water Cycle’ song.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWb4KlM2vts
Can you make a poster showing and describing what happens during
the water cycle?
Reading
Read for at least twenty minutes each day, more if you can. Relax and
read for enjoyment!
TT Rockstars
Daily TT Rockstars will really support your times tables in class.

